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In order to study the features of vortex at horizontal 
intakes, numerical investigations have been performed. 
The tangential, radial, and axial distributions, and 
water surface profile were simulated to evaluate the 
flow behaviour and existence of an air-core vortex. 
The numerical results agree with existing experimen-
tal data. The correlation of vortex characteristics be-
tween numerical and experimental results was good. 

Regarding formed funnel profile of flow in the basin 
towards horizontal intake, its limits at the existence of 
an air-core vortex were analysed. The spiral flow  
pattern from surface towards intake was identified 
around the air-core vortex. This numerical simulation 
may help to get a deeper understanding in determin-
ing the submergence required to avoid air-entraining 
vortices in a reservoir. 
 
Keywords: Air-core vortex, flow pattern, numerical 
simulation, velocity components, water surface profile. 
 
FORMATION of free surface vortex at hydraulic intakes is 
an undesirable phenomenon. Engineers attempt to avoid 
formation of vortices in the vicinity of hydraulic facili-
ties, because of severe technical difficulties that may 
arise. The features and strength of vortices are different 
and change with circumstances of flow and basin geome-
try1. In order to avoid problems arising from vortex for-
mation at hydraulic intakes, better understanding of its 
mechanism will be helpful. One significant factor in vor-
tex studies is the intake submergence, S which is defined 
as the distance between water surface and intake central 
axis2. Vortices are classified based on strength and shape 
into three different classes by Sarkardeh et al.3. 
 Rankine4 offered a mathematical model in which a ro-
tating inner core of solid-body was bound by an outer 
zone of irrotational vortex motion. All vorticities were 
limited to the inner core zone and the outer zone was free 
of vorticity. During the last few decades, different studies 
experimentally modelled flow field in the presence of 
vortices to understand the behaviour of this phenome-
non3,5–18. Besides experimental studies, researchers also 
tried to numerically simulate vortex formation in the  
reservoirs19–27. 
 Despite such studies, there was no comprehensive nu-
merical study on the characteristics of vortex flow with a 
strong air-core over a vertical intake. Indeed, in most of 
the earlier numerical studies, free surface vortex was  
simulated without air-core and little information was  
presented on the flow characteristics in a reservoir at the 
existence of an air-core vortex. This study aims to simu-
late spiral flow field towards a horizontal intake, analys-
ing a 3D numerical model and verifying the results by 
experimental data. 
 Numerical simulation of vortex occurrence and sur-
rounding flow shape in a tank was performed by solving 
three-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations of fluid  
motion based on finite volume method (FVM). Turbu-
lence effects were modelled by large eddy simulation 
(LES) model. Cartesian grid also was used to mesh com-
putational domain. By employing the fraction area/ 
volume obstacle representation (FAVOR) method, walls, 
bed and vertical intake were defined as obstacles in the 
flow domain. The free surface was simulated by volume 
of fluid (VOF) method. Based on VOF method, cells 
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filled with water were indexed one, cells filled with air 
indexed zero, and cells having a proportion of water were  
assigned a value between zero and one based on the 
amount of water28,29. 
 The general Navier–Stokes equations, governing conti-
nuity and kinematic of volume fraction, for incompressi-
ble fluid are  
 
 ( )/ 0,i i iu A x    (1) 
 
 / (1/ )( / )i F j j i ju t V u A u x      
 

   (1/ )( / ) [1/( )][ ( ) / ],i i F j ij jg P x V A x          (2) 
 
 / (1/ )[ ( )/ ]F i i iF t V FA u x      
 

         (1/ )[ ( / )/ ],F F i i iV A F x x      (3) 
 
where ui (i = 1, 2, 3) represents the i-component of velo-
city; xi is the i-coordinate in Cartesian coordinate system; 
VF is volume fraction of fluid in each cell; Ai is fractional 
areas open to flow in the i-coordinate of Cartesian sys-
tem;  is density; P is pressure; gi is gravitational force in 
the subscript direction; F is diffusion coefficient; F is the 
volume of fluid per unit volume and i j characterizes the 
Reynolds stresses for which a turbulence model should be 
defined. LES turbulence model has been suggested26,27, 
instead of other turbulence models as they do not repre-
sent the highly unstable and intermittent phenomenon 
such as a vortex, in a realistic way. For solving LES 
equations, Smagorinsky model is used and length scale is 
the local grid spacing. 
 Regarding free surface vortex formation, air entrain-
ment should be simulated. In order to make air entrain-
ment to occur, the turbulent kinetic energy per unit 
volume, Pt, must be larger than surface stabilizing forces 
of surface tension and gravity, Pd. The volume of air  
entrained per unit time, V, is given below 
 
 1/20.5 [2( )/ ]s t dV A P P    
 
   1/20.5 [2( / )/ ] ,s T i t tA k g L L       (4) 
 
where kT is turbulent kinetic energy; As surface area; Lt 
characteristic size of turbulence eddies and  is the co-
efficient of surface tension. 
 The geometry of flow field was defined based on the 
experimental model studies of Hite and Mih10. The cell 
size varied from 11 to 0.3 cm, corresponding to a non-
uniform mesh size in x, y and z directions. Since the 
computing time is a limitation, it was necessary to find an 
adequate mesh size that can represent the expected phe-
nomena to be analysed, in a reasonable processing time. 
Therefore, a sensitivity investigation was accomplished 
on mesh dimensions between 1, 0.5, 0.3 and 0.1 cm.  

Numerical results of tangential velocity for different 
mesh sizes were compared with theoretical formula 
which was presented by Rankine4. Mean deviation of re-
sults is presented in Table 1. Regarding approximations 
in obtaining theoretical formula, a 3 mm mesh size would 
appropriately simulate flow domain, while finer mesh 
size would significantly increase solution time. 
 In numerical simulations, it is important that the boun-
dary conditions accurately represent physical processes. 
Based on FAVOR method, fluid flow domain was 
meshed along with obstacles. The tank body was simu-
lated as a non-slip smooth surface. An upstream hydro-
static pressure was assigned and downstream of flow 
field was defined by volume flow rate. In order to con-
sider the atmospheric pressure, a boundary condition at 
top with zero fluid fraction was implemented. The com-
plete employed boundaries on the mesh block and their 
coordinate directions are shown in Table 2. 
 The incompressible fluid flow in this study is water 
with density of 1000 kg/m3 and dynamic viscosity of 
0.001 kg/m/s (at 20C). 
 In order to validate the present numerical model, ex-
perimental model data of Hite and Mih10 was used. The 
experiments were performed in a flume of 10.4 m length, 
1.2 m width and 1.2 m depth (Figure 1). Water was 
pumped and the discharge was controlled with an inlet 
valve. The intake model was an opening on the flume 
side wall such that the approaching flow had to turn 90 
to enter the intake. 
 Tangential, radial and axial velocities and water sur-
face profile were presented and analysed in different parts 
to enable their comparison. Numerical simulation showed 
water surface depression above the intake as was detected 
in other experimental model studies (Figure 2)30. 
 In the present numerical study, spiral motion at the 
vortex location (Figure 3) was simulated which was also 
 
 
 

Table 1. Mean deviation of results 

Mesh size (mm) Mean deviation (%) 
 

 1  3.6 
 3  5.7 
 5 15.4 
10 61.7 

 
 

Table 2. Applied boundary conditions in model 

Position Type Value 
 

X-min Wall No slip 
X-max Pressure (fluid elevation) 0.82 
Y-min Volume flow rate 0.1512 
Y-max Wall No slip 
Z-min Wall No slip 
Z-max Pressure (fluid fraction) 0 
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Figure 1. A schematic view of the model of Hite and Mih10. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Water surface depression in numerical and experimental models. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Spiral motion at the presence of simulated air-core vortex. 
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Figure 4. Velocity components. 
 
 

Table 3. Previous studies on tangential velocity V 

Author Year Data Approach 
 

Rankine 1858 2     
2m

m

rr r v
r 

   Analytical 

        
2mr r v

r 
   

Pritchard 1970 18 set tests Experimental 

Odgaard 1986 
2

21.25
2 1 m

r
rv

r e 
    

 
 Analytical 

Vatistas 1988  59 set tests Experimental 

Mih 1990 2
2( / )

2 1 2( / )
m

m m

r rv
r r r 



 Analytical 

Hite and Mih 1994 41 set tests Experimental 

Chen et al. 2007 2 2
2 (1 )*

2 2m

rV az
r r 

 


 Analytical 

* = constant circulation of vortex outer zone, a = a coefficient inde-
pendent of the variables r and z (ah1 = 2/e). 
 
 

Table 4. Previous studies on the radial velocity (Vr) 

Author Year Data Approach 
 

Hite 1991 2
8( / )

1 2( / )
e m

r
m m

r rV
r r r


 


 Analytical  

Hite and Mih 1994 14 set tests Experimental 

Chen et al. 2007 2 2
8 [1 ln(1 )]

2r e
m

rV az
r r

   


 Analytical 

*e = eddy viscosity. 
 
 
earlier proved theoretically, experimentally and numeri-
cally27,31. 
 The experimental data indicated10 that the velocity 
computed from Rankine’s mathematical model was larger 
at rm (radius at the maximum tangential velocity).  
Researchers proposed various models to estimate vortex 
behaviour. Some performed mathematical calculations with 

simplifying assumptions, while others performed experi-
ments to understand vortex. Table 3 provides a summary 
of previous studies on tangential velocity. Results of pre-
vious studies are provided in Figure 4 a and compared 
with the present work. 
 Radial velocity causes fluid flow towards the centre of 
the vortex. To conserve angular momentum in the irrota-
tional region, tangential velocity of the fluid must in-
crease in consistent with the inverse function of the 
radius. To sustain motion of a steady vortex, it must have 
an inward radial velocity, otherwise, due to viscous  
action the tangential velocity will deteriorate10. Table 4 
gives a brief summary of studies on radial velocity of 
vortices. 
 Figure 4 b compares the experimental and analytical 
data and provides numerical simulation. Hite experimen-
tal data agrees with the present numerical simulation. 
 The radial velocity changes to an axial velocity as it 
reaches the air–water boundary of the air-core. Hite and 
Mih10 performed experiments on axial velocity. Hite and 
Mih10 and Chen et al.32 mathematically solved Navier–
Stokes equations with simplified assumptions (Table 5). 
Figure 4 c shows that the present numerical simulation 
agreed with the measured experimental data. The maxi-
mum axial velocity will be equivalent to intake velocity. 
Therefore, vz increases with depth Z up to intake velocity, 
and then it remains constant. 
 The water surface profile of a vortex drops hyperboli-
cally from far field to half depth of water surface depres-
sion. It then decreases parabolically at the centre of the 
vortex10. Figure 5 shows that the present analytical results 
agree with experimental measurements of different  
researchers (Table 6). 
 To obtain accurate evaluation of the present numerical 
simulation, deviations of the results were compared with 
experimental and analytical data (Table 7). Results 
showed that in general, tangential velocity, radial velocity 
and water surface profile agreed with experimental and 
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Table 5. Previous studies on axial velocity (Vz) 

Author Year Data Approach 
 

Hite 1991 2 2 2
16

[1 2( / ) ]z e
m m

zV
r r r




 Analytical 

Hite and Mih 1994 23 set tests Experimental 

Chen et al. 2007  2

2 2 2
116

ln(1 )
( 2 )

e m
z

m

azrV az
ar r

  
  

  
 Analytical 

 
 

Table 6. Previous studies on water surface profile 

Author Year Data Approach 
 

Newman 1959 10 set tests Experimental 
Julien 1986 25 set tests Experimental 
Vatistas 1986 22 set tests Experimental 

Hite and Mih 1994 
2

0
2

2( / )
1 2( / )

r m

m

H H r r
H r r





 Analytical 

Chen et al. 2007 
2

20
2 2

1

2 (1 ) *
2

r

m

H H r az
h r r


 


 Analytical 

*H0 = water-surface elevation at the center, h1 = total depth of air-core, Hr = water-surface ele-
vation at r. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Water surface profile of vortex comparison. 
 
 

analytical solutions, while axial velocity had more devia-
tion. This was due to smaller axial velocity values. Dur-
ing numerical simulation, truncation of numbers is a 
common procedure to reduce the amount of data storage; 
hence, errors with small values of parameters arise. By 
refining mesh size this error may be decreased to some 
extent. Among velocity components, axial velocity has 
minimum influence on vortex behaviour, and usually  
ignored. In Table 7, we can clearly see that though axial 
velocity had more deviation from other studies, rest of 
the vortex parameters agreed with them. Results also 
showed that the numerical simulations fitted best with 
Chen et al.32 analytical solution and Hite and Mih10  
experimental work. 
 Figure 6 shows a 3D view of the air-core vortex 
formed and stream lines in the reservoir. The numerical 

model demonstrates a conical air-core flow from water 
surface towards the intake. Spiral streamlines are seen 
over the intake in collaboration with air-core vortex. Re-
sults show a separate vertical flow to the intake in the 
form of a vertical cone. It can be concluded that the 
streamlines at the side boundary of this cone rotate spi-
rally in friction with general horizontal funnel profile 
flow shape of basin towards the intake. It is because of 
the shear layer between the conical region at the top of 
the intake and horizontal funnel. Once the bulk of water 
in the dead region is low, it cannot resist the rotation  
of streamlines. Similar results were also presented by 
Sarkardeh et al.27. 
 The vertical conical and horizontal funnel flow formed 
(Figure 7) shows that numerical results confirm this theory. 
According to this theory, reaching the upper stream lines 
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Table 7. Mean deviations between numerical simulation results and previous studies 

Author Year Parameter Approach Mean deviation (%) 
 

Rankine 1858 V Analytical 5.7 
Newman 1959 H Experimental 10.4 
Pritchard 1970 V Experimental 2.4 
Odgaard 1986 V Analytical 7.9 
Julien 1986 H Experimental 22.6 
Vatistas 1986 H Experimental 4.9 
Vatistas 1988 V Experimental 3.1 
Mih 1990 V Analytical 8.4 
Hite 1991 Vr Analytical 7.6 
  Vz Analytical 30.3 
Hite and Mih 1994 V Experimental 6.4 
  Vr Experimental 1.7 
  Vz Experimental 28.5 
  H Analytical 10.1 
Chen et al. 2007 V Analytical 5.2 
  Vr Analytical 2.2 
  Vz Analytical 9.6 
  H Analytical 7.6 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Streamlines around an air-core vortex. 

 
 

Figure 7. 3D streamlines in the reservoir at the presence of an air-
core vortex. 
 
 

of a high velocity zone (horizontal funnel flow) in the  
reservoir to the water surface, is the beginning of the  
vertical conical flow from surface to the intake. It can be 
noted that decreasing S/D (relative submergence) or in-
creasing intake Fr (Froude number) accelerate reaching of 
upper stream lines of the horizontal funnel flow to the 
water surface and initiate rotation of the weaker zone 
(water surface). Vorticities and rotations form along the 
interaction boundary between the horizontal funnel and 
vertical conical zones. A surface vortex with an air-core 
will form due to contraction of vorticities at the intake 
entrance. 
 In the present numerical simulation, free surface vortex 
with air-core and flow characteristics along the spiral  
motion in the reservoir was analysed. The experimental 
data were also used to verify the numerical results.  
Numerical results for tangential, radial, axial velocities 
and water surface profile were validated using experi-
mental and mathematical data of the reservoir. Results 

showed that in general, tangential and radial velocities, 
and water surface profile correlated well with experimen-
tal data and analytical solutions, while axial velocity had 
more deviation. Numerical simulation results of tangen-
tial velocity of air-core free surface vortex, deviated 
about 5% and 6% from analytical solutions by Chen et 
al.32 and experimental tests by Hite and Mih10 respec-
tively. Radial velocity results deviated about 2% and 
1.5% from analytical solutions by Chen et al.32 and ex-
perimental tests by Hite and Mih10 respectively. Numeri-
cal simulation exposed a horizontal funnel shape and a 
vertical conical flow towards the intake. Furthermore, 
spiral streamlines perceived over the intake followed up 
to the location of the vortex in the model. It was deter-
mined that reaching of upper stream lines of the horizon-
tal funnel flow to the water surface, will cause a rotation 
at the water surface. Some parameters accelerate this 
condition such as decreasing intake submerged depth or 
increasing intake Froude number. Thus the results of the 
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present numerical research give an appropriate vision  
towards air-core free surface vortices and flow pattern 
surrounding it. 
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